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“It’s just the right amount of girly”: Representing Women and Queer People in the Musical Film
Prom
At its conception, straight men dominated musical theater. At the conclusion of the
twentieth century, thanks to landmark musicals like The Birdcage and Rent, feminist and queer
stories began to have a foothold in major Broadway works. Indeed, it has led to a perception that
the American musical theater world is mainly dominated by feminist and queer-friendly
narratives.1 However even with this expansion, patriarchal straight stories continue to dominate
the genre. Continually, queer actors must play background characters or abandon their sexuality
for roles, never seeing themselves fully represented in the leading character. In tandem, women
play damsels in distress, the vilified witch, or have their stories centered around finding joy with
a man. Prom the musical by Bob Martin and Chad Beguelin, opening in Atlanta in 2016 and
premiering on Broadway in 2018, is one of the few queer stories actively told and has wound up
widely acclaimed in the 2018-2019 Broadway year, beoming a New York Times Critics Pick in
the first part of the year.2 After such wide success, Ryan Murphy, a gay man himself, decided he
would take up the mantle of creating a Netflix-backed movie adaptation. Through shoddy
casting, female characters who never buck the patriarchy, and the deradicalization of the queer
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experience, Murphy fails to accurately illuminate the queer and female identity within Prom the
movie musical.3
As queer representation has moved into the mainstream, the debate over who can tell an
authentic queer story has raged. Immediately after Prom arrived on Netflix, controversy arose
about James Corden’s casting in the role of Barry Glickman, a flamboyant, gay, plus-sized
Broadway actor. In reference to James Corden’s casting, Samuel Spencer writes, “Opinions
differ on how acceptable it is for straight actors to play gay roles, but few straight actors could
get away with a gay character like this, a role that would feel stereotypical in an ’80s sitcom and
here feels offensive.”4 The second scene of the movie has James Corden talking to reporters in
what has been derisively termed as “gayface”; in the role, Corden adopts a faux effinitate voice
and flaps his hands like a mocking homophobic bully on the playgroup.5 He talks about fashion,
talks about casual sex, and refers to himself as “miss”and “ma’am.” Although these qualities and
affectations are frequently embraced by gay men, the nuance is lost in Corden’s performance.
This poses the question, can straight actors play queer characters, and if so how? And what might
be lost if straight actors are the ones telling queer stories?
In contrast The 100, a show by Jason Rothenberg airing on the CW, stars Eliza Taylor, a
straight woman. Taylor plays Clarke Griffin; who is a leader to her people, and is bisexual.
Taylor’s approach to this story radically parts from Corden’s method, in that it de-emphasizing
Clarke’s bisexuality. Casey Wahl, a bisexual woman, has written about the way in which Taylor
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allowed her to accept her own bisexuality.6 Although not explicitly, Wahl points out that many
bisexual people experience something called “compulsive heterosexuality”; however, the
character arc of Clarke did not include a “comp-het” perspective, helping Wahl discover
something important about her own sexuality.78 Through Clarke, viewer can discover that
straight actors are not only able but can add valuable voice to queer stories.
In contrast, Barry, via Corden, does not tackle any barriers or provide any new
perspective to the musical Prom. Corden’s performance actively reinforces stereotypes, causing
viewers to ask the question of how a queer casting director could blunder so badly. One could
argue that Barry’s plus-sized-ness holds more value to his character than his gay-ness does.
Amazingly, a grand total of zero articles have been written about the value of this character
being depicted as plus-sized in either the musical or the movie adaptation. Although Corden does
offer plus-sized visibility, the only mention of Barry’s plus-sized status in the script is a joke
about him “crying into his Cheetos” as a child in Act Two. Other than that, the role speaks
nothing to Barry’s struggles with society’s perception of him. Even if one granted that being
plus-sized is fundamental to Barry’s character, one cannot justify the blatant and offensive
stereotyping of this queer character since plenty of plus-sized gay actors exist . As stated by
Zack Sharf, “the outrage here isn’t a character issue but a casting one that’s specific to Corden”. 9
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From casting to writing, Prom depicts many powerful female characters. However, these
characters are vilified and harshly judged, with their happiness requiring a man to fully satisfy
them. Whilethe thespians are traveling to Indiana, Barry and Dee Dee Allen (Streep) have a
discussion about their own motivations for coming to help out Emma, a lesbian girl from
Edgewater, Indiana who is unable to take her girlfriend to prom. Barry and Dee Dee talk about
wanting Tony awards, but it is Barry who gets a long monologue about how he wants a Tony
award to show all the people who made fun of him that they were wrong, establishing a
sympathetic narrative for an equally selfish male character. As Dee Dee’s character develops,
she only abandons this selfishness when a man takes a romantic interest in her. Not only does
finding a man help her find her dreams, Dee Dee’s arc fully mimics a stereotypical Hallmark
movie’s tropes. Madeleine Trebenski’s parody piece “Guidelines for Female Protagonists in
Hallmark Christmas Movie'' analyzes the transformation which the “high powered career woman
living in a major metropolitan area” makes when she meets a “strapping young potato”.10 The
most striking similarity to mainstream, conservative Hallmark movies comes at the end of Prom,
where the protagonist “must abandon the entire successful life she’s built for herself to make her
life about [her love interest]...” When Dee Dee meets principal Tom Hawkins, she immediately
becomes enamored with him. As she develops her relationship, she shares sentiments of wanting
to quit her job and being a small town girl at heart. He asks her about her flashy and successful
persona and Dee Dee says, “all this…” motioning to herself, “I invented it''. She downplays her
own success, trivializing the image of celebrity she has crafted for herself. Eventually, Principal
Hawkins rejects her after discovering her selfish intent in coming to Edgewater. After this, Dee
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Dee realizes her personal wrongdoings and “selflessly” performs a beautiful number about
improving herself to get back her “strapping young potato”. In this song, she sings, “I’m begging
you sir/Don’t give up on her yet,” displaying how she requires his approval for her personal
growth. The song “The Lady’s Improving” portrays her transformation from the selfish person,
exemplified by the song “It’s Not About Me,” to a more palatable person who Principal Hawkins
can forgive. Although Barry does gain approval from his mother, his story only comes to a close
when he goes to Prom. His journey is much more internal, patriarchally allowing the male
character to gain personal success without someone else. In contrast, Dee Dee is forced to have a
man approve her to fully accept her improvement.
The villain in Prom, Mrs. Greene (Kerry Washington), is the head of the PTA. She is a
one dimensional character, her only goal being to stop Emma from going to her high school
prom with another female student.11 It is also important to note that Mrs. Greene does not have a
first name at all during the movie, positioning her character as a punching bag not a person. She
is joined by two other main antagonists who are cheerleaders, named Kaylee and Shelby. These
three women represent tropes which have a long tradition of stereotyping throughout the media.
The costume decisions for these women also conform to convention. For example, society sees
pink as a feminine color while society sees blue as a masculine color. This stems from a shift
sometime before the 60s when pink was reassigned from men to women “because it was close to
red, a romantic color, and women were seen as more emotional.”12 Interestingly, Mrs. Greene
wears pink in every scene but one, with the exception of the final scene where she expresses
what I can only call tolerance for her daughter’s sexuality. Throughout the movie, Mrs. Greene is
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represented as an emotional person who acts irrationally. This negativity of Mrs. Greene’s
character is displayed by the end of the musical number“Tonight Belongs to You”. Washington
modifies the timbre of her voice to sound more nasally and even shrill. This cements Mrs.
Greene aurally as a “bitch”, allowing the audience to brush her off as illogical and wrong. 13
However the ending lends her to taking this more passive role for her motherly duties to Alyssa.
In contrast to all of this female instability and emotion, Trent, played by Andrew
Rannells, utilizes “logic” to shame Kaylee and Shelby with the purpose of combating their
homophobia. During the gospel-style song “Love Thy Neighbor”, Trent insults them directly,
stating that having a tattoo and losing your virginity is a sin. Both of their boyfriends are also
there, but interestingly he does not particularly shame the boys.14 He says “hope that you don’t
masterbate” in contrast to his much more direct accusations of having a tattoo, losing your
virginity, or getting divorced/remarried. Trent’s differentiation from Mrs. Greene as logical
versus emotional shows Prom’s patriarchal motif which sits entrenched within society and seeps
into this movie.
As a queer story, Prom perfectly polishes the queer experience for a straight audience,
creating a feel-good narrative drenched with heteronormativity and compromise. The only duet
sang by the leading lesbian couple, Emma Nolan and Alyssa Greene, is titled “Dance With You”.
This duet opens with “I don’t want to start a riot/ I don’t want to blaze a trail/ I don’t want to be a
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symbol/ or cautionary tale.”15 This is a direct stand against the reality of queer experiece because
for a long time, even today in many places, queer people do not have a choice but to do those
things. This straight packaging completely ignores the radical and bloody history of the fight
against gay oppression in America.16 The movie almost acknowledges this through an ending by
displaying that they have a huge system to fight against. However, the main characters’
individualistic conclusions fails to create the solidarity that is accurate to the queer experience.
In every scene after the duet, Emma and Alyssa always wear blue and pink respectively,
with Emma taking an obviously male role while Alyssa is obviously “the girl”. In “You
Happened”, Emma confidently says that she will go to prom with her while Alyssa says, “I won’t
hide if you’re by my side.” This makes her lose agency as a character and displays her role as a
damsel in distress, instead of a full character. The heteronormativity of gay couples in media
may enable quicker acceptance, but the stereotypes are still harmful and inaccurate.
Prom should be a jumping of point for queer representation in media, but instead it seems
to take steps backward for queer advocacy. The way femininity is vilified throughout the movie
only promotes patriarchal ideas. The casting leads to stereotyping in addition to homophobia
which should be unwelcome in queer media. Sadly, musicals as a medium should be leaders in
queer advocacy, but Murphy’s Prom falls well short of doing anything for anyone, other than
lessening straight people’s reservations.
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